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Fast, efficient workflow enhancer
for MOSAIQ
Exclusively for MOSAIQ® users, MOSAIQ Assist streamlines
and automates the entire patient documentation
process, giving you more time to focus on the things
that matter. Quickly and easily merge treatment
information, complete notes, import data, configure
favorites, reconcile medications and more.

Streamline your documentation workflow
MOSAIQ Assist simplifies your clinical documentation,
allowing you to perform important tasks right from the
customized eScribe note—without having to navigate
to MOSAIQ.

· Enter assessment items to be captured as discrete data
· Automatically create quick orders and capture charges
· Start and complete QCLs
· Enter charting data into MOSAIQ automatically from your note,
making billing and MIPS/MACRA reporting quick and easy

· Update and complete schedules directly from your note
· Reconcile medication
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Get more out of MOSAIQ
MOSAIQ Assist enhances the eScribe experience for
MOSAIQ users. With customized templates, personalized
menus, and quick access to notes and documents,
documentation and compliance within MOSAIQ becomes
effortless and automated. You won’t have completely new
systems to manage or complex learning curves to
overcome—just more clinically focused features to enhance
your MOSAIQ experience, and more task automation
directly from the notes to reduce your workload.

Gain efficiency across your team
MOSAIQ Assist delivers a range of helpful tools to save time
and increase your team’s productivity. Convert text from
scanned documents into real, editable text and add anything
on the screen to your note with a click. Plus, smart CC list
management provides intuitive and efficient document
distribution. MOSAIQ Assist is perfect for therapists, physicists,
dosimetrists, nurses or anyone who uses eScribe.

MOSAIQ Assist Features
Automatic Order Creation

Order in MOSAIQ directly from the note.

Automatic Charge Capture

Capture the correct charges from the document content.

Automatic Complete Schedule

Update schedule status on note approval.

Automatic Start/Complete QCLs

Note approval or creation triggers QCL start and completion.

Automatic Assessment Creation

Assessment data in note is recorded as discrete data in the chart
(MACRA and MIPS compliance).

Medication Reconciliation

Shows when medications were last reconciled and allows reconciliation
within the document.

Template eScribe and eChart Notes

Elekta team designs and maintains your templates based on your
requirements and previous documentation.

Automatic Creation of Documents

A single action triggers eScribe documents and eChart notes, which
are automatically assigned a predetermined document or note type.

Smart Copy

Reproduce text from previous notes and design how the information flows
from document to document.

Midlevel Workflow

Direct documents for co-signature or review from inside the document
without accessing the encounter form.

Update CC from Document

Keep CC list updated without modifying encounter form.

Simple Text Favorites

Easily add paragraphs or just a few words to your document and keep
commonly used text in your Favorites window.

OCR Capability

Convert scanned reports into editable text.

Quick Copy

Copy text from Document Viewer and reformat it as real paragraphs.

Snipping Tool

Add anything on your screen to your note with a click.

Automatic Dose Fields

View interval since radiation, current dose for on-treatment visit and
previous treatments in a single table.

Smart Transformation

Templates and favorites automatically adjust to reflect patient’s gender.
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For almost five decades, Elekta has been
a leader in precision radiation medicine.
Our more than 4,000 employees worldwide
are committed to ensuring everyone in
the world with cancer has access to—and
benefits from—more precise, personalized
radiotherapy treatments.
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